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Finnair is proud to be flag carrier of Finland founded in the year 1923. It is headquartered at Helsinki
Airport in Vantaa, Finland that also serves as its main hub. Being the largest airline of the Finland it
dominates the domestic and international air travel markets of Finland working along with its
subsidiaries. Finnair booking is as easy to do as to get for example an Etihad Airlines tickets. Etihad
Airlines came into the picture of world aviation industry in quite recent times that is marked as 2003.
But in that short span of time it has performed wonderfully among many Middle East international
airlines.

Finnair covers around 70 destinations (domestic and international) with its fleet size of 66 aircrafts.
Finnair is a part of OneWorld airline alliance. Finland Government largely owns Finnair with 55.8%
shares. One more reason to get a Finnair booking is that it has been rated 4-star by Skytrax. That
certainly counts. On the other hand, Etihad Airlines has flights to 70 destinations in 50 countries.
You can grab Etihad Airlines tickets and fly to any of the place you want to go provided it is in the
destination list of this airline. Based in Abu Dhabi, Etihad has earned a lot of brand recognition for
itself through its services.

Etihad had been awarded much recognition by World Travel Awards as it was titled Worldâ€™s leading
Airline in year 2009 and 2010 by it. This gives one more reason to air travelers to fly with Etihad
Airlines tickets. With a fleet comprising of Airbuses and Boeings, it has great flights to offer for both
passenger and cargo. On the other hand, Finnair is ranked among the safest airlines so people who
prefer safety to any other thing during a flight may get a Finnair booking and sleep soundless and
tension free as it has not reported any fatal accident since 1963.

Finnair services like Finnair Plus (frequent Flyer program), Finnair Lounge, Blue Wings, Livery, in-
flight entertainments and fantastic meals and drinks completes the sky experience of a traveler.
Finnair booking has many things to offer as one could see. Similarly, Etihad Airlines has proved
itself for the services it offers. Flying with Etihad Airlines ticket could be a truly exceptional flight
experience. So, what are the choiced you think you are going to make when flying with these two
comes to your mind?
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